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“Wait till you read this book. It blew me away. . . . Could not have come at a better time as we close the chapter on the Mueller Report. . . . This is a must-read book. . . . This will be a movie.” —Sean Hannity

Deep State Target is the only firsthand account that proves the attempted sabotage of Donald Trump’s presidential campaign by American and international intelligence services, from former Trump advisor George Papadopoulos—whose global network and clandestine meetings about Hillary Clinton’s hacked emails made him the first target of Spygate, the Mueller Investigation, and the Russian Collusion Hoax.

As a young, ambitious foreign policy advisor to Donald Trump’s presidential campaign, Papadopoulos became the first Trump official to plead guilty in special Counsel Robert Mueller’s investigation into Russian interference in the 2016 election. He is now the first campaign advisor sentenced and to have served time in prison.

But as he explains in Deep State Target, there was an intricate set up at play, and it was neither Trump nor the Russians pulling the strings. American and allied intelligence services set out to destroy a Trump presidency before it even started. An energy policy
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Review

"If you want to understand how the Russia Investigation started, read George Papadopoulos's book." —Rudy Giuliani

"George Papadopoulos was the whole reason for the Trump Russia investigation." —Rep. Mark Meadows, R-N.C.

"Revealing.... a troubling story of prosecutors railroading him.... Papadopoulos's saga unfolds like a spy thriller.... He convincingly debunks anti-Trump theorizing about the supposedly sinister contacts of campaign underlings: it wasn't collusion, he argues, but instead the normal, promiscuous networking of on-the-make foreign relations consultants like him looking to gain status by forging connections with and between powerful people. The result is a revealing . . . insider account of a seemingly central piece of the special counsel investigation." —Publishers Weekly

About the Author

George Papadopoulos became the first person to plead guilty in the Mueller Investigation when—on October 5, 2017—he conceded that he had lied to the F.B.I. about a conversation with a professor during which he was told that Moscow had “dirt” on Hillary Clinton and “thousands of emails,” according to court records. Papadopoulos is a former adviser to President Trump and Secretary of Housing and Urban Development, Dr. Ben Carson. A University College London graduate, past Hudson Institute analyst, and career oil, gas and policy consultant, he was sentenced to 14 days in jail, fined $9,500 and ordered to complete 200 hours of community service and one year of probation after he serves his sentence. He is married to Simona Mangiante and lives in Los Angeles.
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Just downloaded and finished in one sitting.
Good read! If you want to know the truth on how the Mueller Special Counsel wielded the full power of a corrupt US Intelligence machine to try and illegally remove President Trump from office, read this book. George Papadopoulos was clearly framed by nefarious characters hell bent on shoving a false hoax on the American people. The names of who should now be counter investigated are all exposed by name in this book! It's time to go after the snakes in our midst! And Stefan Halper, aka the fat (walrus)! Seriously FBI? They act all "we can't reveal the informants name for National Security reason". Come on! He was already caught spying for George HW Bush's campaign in 1980 to spy on Jimmy Carter's foreign policy. Can't they even find an unknown "informant" that's not 74 years old and two steps from a heart attack! He already got caught once spying in American elections while under the services of the CIA! Nice job FBI/CIA. Gives this American lots of faith in protecting our Country... It's only expected that the news coming out today is that HW Bush voted for Hillary Clinton before he died and Barbara blamed her heart attack on Trump! Go figure. They're all in cahoots!

How about Alexander Downer? Has direct ties to the Clinton Foundation through millions in donations. They should get out and talk to the Aborigines in your own country.

A Real Page Turner
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This book reads like a spy novel, but it isn't a novel! The set-up is positively frightening. Who thought this scheme up? The Deep State devised a plan to use this man to prove Trump colluded with Russia. They took pictures, recorded him and tried to get him to say things. It takes place all over the world in luxury hotels with beautiful spies. I tell you, this should be a darned movie. Read it. Then be angry. The Mueller Investigation was BS from the start.

Never trust the FBI or Robert Mueller
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If you want to really get mad at The deep state deception in trying to create a Russian conspiracy in the Trump campaign, read this book.

Non-fiction page-turner
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George Papadopoulos had a good idea - but it challenged the Obama Administration's status quo re Turkey. This attracted the attention of (and even angered) people who reside in corners of the swamp that I previously did not know existed.

George's insights didn't offend everyone. He impressed people on then-candidate Donald Trump's campaign and was invited aboard. Once Papadopoulos became a Trump advisor, the Deep State put a target on his back. This is his eye-opening first-hand account. Recommend.

Intensively fascinating and a MUST READ

March 26, 2019
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I preordered this book and just received it 3 hours ago and haven't put it down! I recommend it to everyone, even the sceptics!
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sandra kennedy

⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ An absolute must read!!! I couldn't put it down.

March 27, 2019
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Every American should read!! The shocking, terrifying truth, of how our intelligent agencies have been weaponized for political and personal gain. I couldn't put it down. Thank you George for sharing this experience and let's all pray that those responsible will be held accountable.
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⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ A must read book
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A truly fascinating book! The deep state thugs have finally been exposed. Let the games begin, everyone involved in the great scandal in American history must pay.
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⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ One of the most important books of our time
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Step back for a second and think about what Russiagate means. For the first time in our history, a US president was set up and sabotaged by the entrenched bureaucracy and its opposition party. George Papadopoulos was in the eye of the storm, and was set up by not only US intelligence, but also UK and Australian assets. "Deep State Target" is a compelling page turner, at once easy to read yet full of details like key people, their titles, their policy positions. "Papa D" lets his deep knowledge of policy shine throughout, and it's clear that Trump and co. posed a threat to upending the existing world order such that all the entrenched political interests decided his election was unacceptable. When the final pages are written on Russiagate, this book should serve as one of the lynchpins in condemning the malicious actors who sought to organize a coup.
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